**Rock-Solid Protection.** With the **Off-Road Package**, you’re on the right track for protection with heavy-gauge steel accessories that never go soft when the going gets tough. And, since these accessories undergo strict performance tests and harsh on- and off-road durability testing, not only do they meet all industry safety standards, they’ll meet your high standards as well.

[A] **Front and Rear Tow Hooks** are designed to help you get out of difficult off-road situations. Front pair available in Black. A single Black Tow Hook is available for the rear.

[B] **Rock Rails** are production style and are constructed of heavy-gauge steel. They also provide added lower bodyside panel protection when off-roading. Available in Silver.

[C] **Skid Plates** for the front suspension, transfer case, engine and fuel tank offer heavy-duty protection for these underbody components when covering rough terrain.

[D] **Tail Lamp Guards** add plenty of protection and style to your Liberty’s rear end. Available in Black, Chrome, Graphite Metallic and Grey to match Sport body cladding.

[E] **Roadside Safety Kit** comes in handy trail-side too! The kit includes quality jumper cables, a large fleece blanket, leather gloves, multi-function flashlight, 2”x20’ recovery tow strap and a heavy-duty tote. Packed in a large multi-pocket nylon tool bag with Jeep® and Trail Rated™ logos.
Fashion takes the high road.

Give your highly capable Liberty some cosmopolitan appeal with the Black-Tie Package. It features stylishly substantial accessories that add a touch of class to any occasion: on- or off-road.

[A] 16x7-Inch 5-Spoke Chrome Cast Aluminum Wheels are machined to match your Liberty’s hubs exactly to run true and balance easily for a smooth ride. They also undergo stringent testing to prove their durability and ensure a long-lasting shine.

[B] Tubular Side Rails are a decorative addition to your Liberty. Unique one-piece design ensures a uniform fit. Polished stainless steel rails undergo stringent testing for corrosion protection and a long-lasting shine.

[C] Chrome Tail Lamp Guards make a stylish impact around town while providing some impact protection for your Liberty’s tail lamps when you head off-road. Guards also available in Black.

[D] Black-Tie Decal completes your package by adding a little formality to your off-road functionality. Decal is designed not to crack or peel under extreme conditions.

Also shown: Side Window Air Deflectors, Sport Utility Bars and Roof Mount Bike Carriers (Fork Mount style).
Premium Electronics: Turn On, Tune In And Head Out.

[A] DVD Rear Seat Video™ lets your kids watch movies and play games from the best seats in the house. The single-disc CD/DVD features a 7-inch-wide LCD screen, wireless headphones and remote.

[B] Remote Start(1) lets you hit the ground running with the ability to start your Liberty from up to 800 feet away. This remote start system was designed to operate seamlessly with your vehicle’s electronic system. Two-way remote option also available.

[C] UConnect™ Hands-Free Communication(2) is an exclusive voice-activated, in-vehicle communication system that allows you to dial a wireless phone through simple voice commands. In addition, UConnect mutes your radio before receiving or sending a call, allows you to store up to 32 names (four numbers per name) in the system’s address book, and is flexible enough for an entire family (up to five phones can be linked to the system). UConnect includes Bluetooth™ technology that enables a wireless phone to connect to your vehicle without wires or a docking station, anywhere within the vehicle.

[D] iPod® Interface Module utilizes a simple “plug and play” hookup that allows you to easily dock your iPod in the custom port located in the glovebox and plays through your vehicle’s speakers.


[F] 6.5-Inch Subwoofer and 80-Watt Amplifier dramatically increases deep bass sounds to make a dynamic difference in your Liberty’s sound system. Mounts completely out of sight under the driver’s seat for increased security.

[G] Navigation Radio(3)(RB1) utilizes Global Positioning System (GPS) technology, one geographic DVD data disc, and onboard computing to provide you with turn-by-turn directions. Highlights include voice instruction, automatic re-route calculation, full map displays, extensive points of interest listings and more. The unit also features a 4.2-inch colour display, AM/FM stereo, CD player and 10 AM/10 FM radio presets.

[H] Six-Disc CD Changer is mounted in the rear cargo area yet allows you to control six discs of your favourite music right from your radio’s integrated CD changer controls. Changer features a silicone dampening system that ensures precise tracking while virtually eliminating skips.

EVS™ (Electronic Vehicle Security) is designed to work with your factory-provided remote keyless entry system and provides perimeter and interior protection with horn-honk alarm, starter interrupt and dash mounted LED (not shown).

(1) Check federal, provincial and local regulations for restrictions on installation and use.
(2) Must use Bluetooth™ compatible mobile phone.
(3) Navigation system operates only in certain metropolitan areas. See your retailer for details.
Organize. Individualize. Accessorize.

[A] Front Air Deflector features a wraparound style and deflects bugs and debris up and away from hood and windshield without adversely affecting wiper or washer operation. Features the Jeep® logo. Chrome Grille. This Jeep exclusive meets the toughest corrosion requirements, with a heads-up design that won’t adversely affect engine airflow.

(B) Sport Utility Bars are built of heavy-duty Silver anodized aluminum. T-slots allow for quick carrier installation. Bars attach to the Production Roof Rack Side Rails and accommodate all our Carrier Accessories. Set of two.

(C) Spare Tire Bike Carrier mounts to the spare tire and holds two bikes. Comes with a cable for locking bikes to the vehicle. Also features rubber inserts in the carrying clamps to help protect bike surfaces. Adapter for women’s bike frames sold separately.

(D) Front End Cover helps protect your Liberty’s front end from damage caused by gravel, insects and road debris. Features a heavy foam backing that won’t scratch the vehicle’s finish. Available with and without licence plate opening.

(E) T-Hood Cover provides a distinctive look while it helps protect your Liberty from damage caused by gravel, insects and road debris. Features turned-under sewn edges and the Jeep logo.

(F) Roof Mount Bike Carrier is designed to accommodate virtually all types of bikes. The Fork Mount style carries one bike securely by the front fork and rear wheel. The Upright style carries one bike locked by the frame with both wheels secured. Carrying clamps feature extra-large rubber inserts to help protect bike surfaces.

(G) Roof Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier helps you get to the slopes in style. Carrier holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards, or a combination of the two. Features Silver anodized aluminum construction and corrosion-resistant lock covers.

(H) Roof Box Cargo Carrier is a tough, locking thermoplastic carrier that keeps cargo dry and secure. The carrier features quarter-turn installation and gas-cylinder opening system as well as the Jeep logo. Available in two sizes.

(I) Water Sports Carrier transports kayaks, sailboards or surfboards with flat or curved hulls. Latching, push-button nylon strap attachment holds watercraft securely in place.

(J) Roof Top Cargo Basket Off-Road Lights give you the extra illumination needed when the going gets rough. Installation kit sold separately. Covers included. Roof Top Cargo Basket keeps you on top of any adventure. Basket has high sides to help secure your cargo and features a front air deflector with Jeep logo. Roof Basket Cargo Net (sold separately) fits in the Roof Top Cargo Basket and is designed to hold your cargo securely in place. Net is constructed of durable, weather-resistant nylon for long-lasting use.

---

(1) Check provincial and local laws governing the use of off-road lights. Light Bar is intended for use only when vehicle is off-road. Remove covers prior to use.

(2) Properly secure all cargo.
ADDITIONAL, AUTHENTIC JEEP® ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR.
- BATTERY HEATER
- CARGO NET
- ENGINE HEATER
- FOG LIGHT KIT
- iPod® FM-BOUNDED SYSTEM
- JEEP® STORAGE BAG
- LOCKING GAS CAP
- MOULDED RUNNING BOARDS
- PREMIUM VEHICLE-CARE PRODUCTS
- ROOF TOP CARGO CARRIER
- SPEED CONTROL
- TIRE CHAINS
- VEHICLE COVER
- WHEEL LOCKS
* PROPERLY SECURE ALL CARGO
More Authentic Jeep® Accessories for your Liberty.

[A] Premium Floor Mats feature 24-oz plush nylon carpet. Rubber-nibbed backing with driver’s side positive retention helps keep mats in place. Colour matched to vehicle interior and feature the Jeep logo.

[B] Chrome Tubular Side Steps complement the appearance of your Liberty and provide easier entry and exit. Extra-wide stepping surfaces help prevent slipping. Available in Silver, Chrome, Black and Grey steel or Silver aluminum.

[C] Deluxe Moulded Splash Guards provide an integrated appearance and include the Jeep logo. Anti-Theft Covers also available.

[D] Chrome Exhaust Tips feature likeness of Liberty grille and the Jeep logo. Anti-Theft Covers also available.


[F] Door Sill Guards are constructed of brushed stainless steel to enhance the style of your Liberty while they protect all four interior door sills from scratches. Guards feature the Jeep logo and are easy to install.

[G] Centre Stack Appliqués add a touch of style to your Liberty’s interior. Choose the Silver or Carbon Fibre appliquéd — both are custom fit to provide an integrated appearance and include trim for all four doors.

[H] Side Window Air Deflectors let you partially open the windows yet remain dry during inclement weather. Built of sturdy, tinted acrylic. Set of four.

[I] Rear Air Deflector helps keep your vehicle’s rear window clear by directing a stream of air across it while the vehicle is moving. Matches the Smoke colour of the Front Air Deflector.

[J] Moulded Cargo Tray fits in the rear cargo area to help protect carpeting. Skid-resistant, thermoplastic tray is available in matching interior colours. Features the Jeep logo and an embossed area to access the floor tie downs. Rear splash guards feature the Jeep logo.

[K] Cargo Area Liner helps protect against wear, soil and stains. One-piece, heavy-duty design conforms to the cargo area and protects seatbacks with seats up or down.

[L] Cargo Organizer makes the most of your Liberty’s cargo area. The organizer’s interior space can be reconfigured by raising and lowering its dividers — it can be used as a divided storage bin forming up to three compartments with its dividers — it can be used as a divided storage section. One-piece steel partition is easy to install and remove. Available in Black.

[M] Cargo Area Security Cover fits securely around back and features the Jeep logo. Anti-Theft Covers also available.

[N] Cargo Tote can be used as a divided storage bin, forming up to four compartments. Includes handles on sides and grippers on bottom four corners to prevent sliding. Collapses for convenient storage.

(O) Compartment Partition helps keep pets and cargo safe and secure in the cargo area, preventing them from entering the passenger compartment. One-piece steel partition is easy to install and remove. Available in Black.


[Q] Cargo Tote can be used as a divided storage bin, forming up to four compartments. Includes handles on sides and grippers on bottom four corners to prevent sliding. Collapses for convenient storage.

[R] Spare Tire Covers add a stylish touch to your Liberty. The Premium Covers are available in a variety of Jeep’s custom 18-inch wheels. All Premium Covers are made of a cotton/polyester blend with heavy-duty stitching and feature an elastic anchor to securely hold the cover on the tire. The Hybrid Cover features a hard plastic moulded face and vinyl with an elastic wrap that fits securely around back and features the Jeep logo. Anti-Theft Covers also available.

[S] Side Positive Retention helps keep mats in place. Colour matched to vehicle interior and feature the Jeep logo.

[T] Spare Tire Covers add a stylish touch to your Liberty. The Premium Covers are available in a variety of Jeep’s custom 18-inch wheels. All Premium Covers are made of a cotton/polyester blend with heavy-duty stitching and feature an elastic anchor to securely hold the cover on the tire. The Hybrid Cover features a hard plastic moulded face and vinyl with an elastic wrap that fits securely around back and features the Jeep logo. Anti-Theft Covers also available.

(U) Hitch Receiver has a 2-inch opening and - if detached from your vehicle. Full rain fly, overhead cargo safe and secure in the cargo area. Removes easily for storage. Available in interior colours.

(V) Cargo Area Lining helps protect against wear, soil and stains. One-piece, heavy-duty design conforms to the cargo area and protects seatbacks with seats up or down.

(W) Cargo Organizer makes the most of your Liberty’s cargo area. The organizer’s interior space can be reconfigured by raising and lowering its dividers — it can be used as a divided storage bin forming up to three compartments with its dividers — it can be used as a divided storage section. One-piece steel partition is easy to install and remove. Available in Black.


[Y] Door Sill Guards are constructed of brushed stainless steel to enhance the style of your Liberty while they protect all four interior door sills from scratches. Guards feature the Jeep logo and are easy to install.

[Z] Centre Stack Appliqués add a touch of style to your Liberty’s interior. Choose the Silver or Carbon Fibre appliquéd — both are custom fit to provide an integrated appearance and include trim for all four doors.
THE AUTHENTIC DIFFERENCE

A passion for uncompromising performance and quality is the essence of the Authentic Difference, and it’s forged into every part and accessory we make. As the official parts and accessories division of DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc., Mopar is original equipment. Which means that every Authentic Jeep® Accessory by Mopar in this catalogue is designed by a DaimlerChrysler Engineering Team — the people who know your Liberty better than anyone else.

Our product is a result of uncompromising standards. You’ll recognize the difference in the tighter tolerances required of original equipment accessories. You’ll see it in our materials, which provide a superior finish and an exact vehicle colour match, as well as in the integrated fit that comes from utilizing the same computer modelling technology that was used to design your vehicle.

Our process is an adherence to stricter testing. You’ll appreciate the difference in our rigorous evaluations, from demanding salt bath corrosion tests and impact performance tests to harsh on- and off-road durability testing. And you’ll discover that all Authentic Jeep® Accessories by Mopar are designed so they will not adversely affect your vehicle’s original performance specifications, such as engine cooling and proper air bag deployment — a common problem with many aftermarket accessories.

Our promise is demonstrated in our superior warranty coverage. When installed on a Jeep Liberty that’s within the New Vehicle Limited Warranty period, Authentic Jeep® Accessories by Mopar are covered by a 3-Year/60,000-Kilometre New Vehicle Limited Warranty, or a 12-month/Unlimited Metrage Basic Limited Warranty, whichever is more favourable to you.* And, these warranties are serviced by thousands of DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc. dealerships throughout the country. That’s a promise aftermarket brands simply can’t make.

Whether you’re looking to enhance your Jeep Liberty with premium protection, convenience, style or entertainment, choose the Authentic Difference. Just like our accessories, it’s a statement — and a standard of excellence — you’ll benefit from for years to come.

*See your dealer for full details and a copy of the limited warranties. Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your dealer for the latest Mopar product information. Visit the Mopar website at mopar.ca.
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